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Welcome to our Beach & Spa hotel
UTMT Underneath the Mango Tree
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Welcome to UTMT
Underneath the Mango Tree Beach & Spa Hotel
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Ayurveda
  Restore harmony to your soul. learn more





Dining
  Extraordinary cuisine. learn more
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We are open for you!







Yoga
  Feel free. learn more



  We are on Instagram now!
 


Spa
  Restore harmony to your soul. learn more





Lifestyle
  A glorious night’s slumber and a fairytale escape from the grey daily routine. learn more







Explore
  Adventure holidays learn more
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Wedding
  Say “I do!” beneath the palm trees. learn more



A day in paradise
   learn more





Hungry for sports and adventure
  UTMT Activity learn more
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Dressmaker’s & Shop
  Handmade-to-measure learn more
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Project Hollmann in Sri Lanka
  Making of UTMT. learn more





For you
  Handmade. learn more





frequently asked questions
   learn more
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“Our tropical paradise"
 Are you an explorer without a watch? In search of your inner You? Experiencing life with a twinkle in your eye? Preferably by the sea and under the sun? In that case, we are the perfect destination for you.
 Located on the south coast of Sri Lanka, UTMT is many things: a personally run boutique hotel, a highly competent Ayurveda spa, and a high-spirited beachside hotel. In other words, a battery recharger for your soul.
 Successful Viennese hotelier Robert Hollmann and wife, Petra, have already proven what they’re all about. Their designer Hotel Hollmann Beletage in Vienna has long since become a successful institution. And now, 7504 km to the east, they have orchestrated a unique stay for you that promises countless moments of rhapsodic self-indulgence. 

 A world where “doing nothing” doesn’t mean “nothing to do”.
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„A battery recharger
for your soul.”






Our accommodations






Between mangroves and palm trees.
Book
 now!

Double room
35 M² - 2 People
Room with balcony for 2 persons incl. half-board, our all-inclusives as well as taxes.......
Learn more








Between mangroves and palm trees.
Book
 now!

Pool Room
35 M² - 2 People
Room with roof terrace and private pool, for 2 persons incl. half-board, our all-inclusives as well as taxes.......
Learn more








with pool and terrace
Book
 now!

Villa
65 M² - 2 People
Our villas are a perfect home-away-from-home for 2 persons looking for ample space and a private setting, as well as for families of up to 4 persons.......
Learn more








Ideal for families
Book
 now!

Suite
65-100 M² - 4 People
for 4 adults with half-board, our all-inclusives as well as taxes......
Learn more








A view of the Indian Ocean
Book
 now!

Grand Villa
200 M² - 6 People
The ultimate UTMT refuge with its own pool. 3 separate bedrooms at this holiday villa in Sri Lanka provide plenty of room for up to 6 adults. Ideal for groups and families....
Learn more



























Our accommodations









UTMT Sri Lanka
Underneath The Mango Tree!


 If we were to be completely honest, "Underneath the Coconut Tree" would actually be slightly more accurate. Flanked by 273 coconut palms, Sri Lanka’s southernmost beach hotel greets you with 22 unique rooms and villas. That said, we fell completely in love with our individual mango trees and their delectable, sinfully sweet fruit. What does this setting really feel like? Experience it for yourself. Or enjoy a foretaste right here: 

 Buoyed by your private pool, gaze out into the endless visual worlds of the ocean. Until your toes are completely wrinkled. Out on the private beach, allowing the sounds of the surf to wash over you and the sun to tickle your skin. Until your eyelids grow heavy. Browsing the selection of the tea salon, tasting the diversity of Ceylon on your tongue. Until the fresh air makes you hungry.






Our offers
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  from € 
 1,260,- 



 Detox-Yoga
 
Absorb the positive energy and tranquility to your very core, sway gently in the hammock, do something good for yourself and your health.......
Learn more
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  from € 
 150,- 



Family offer
 
For family holidays in Sri Lanka with children, UTMT offers countless sensational opportunities. learn more..........
Learn more
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  from € 
 850,- 



Mango Friends Days
 
Time for girlfriends – time just for me. Friendships – need to be nurtured for a lifetime. How? With our special mango friends offer.......
Learn more
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  from € 
 895,- 



Honeymoon
 
After a journey amid the clouds, finally arrive in paradise. Wake up in the morning together, as the first rays of sunshine..........
Learn more
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  from € 
 1,425,- 



Honeymoon special
 
Wake up in the morning together, as the first rays of sunshine tickle your skin and the sea breeze wafts over you.......
Learn more
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  from € 
 240,- 



3 days just for me
 
For 3 days, concentrate just on yourself and your personal needs. Choose from different options: Ayurveda Pure or......
Learn more
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  from € 
 1,085,- 



Ayurveda pure
 
Can we interest you in pure Ayurveda? Not quite as strict as Panchakarma therapy, yet an extensive program with......
Learn more
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  from € 
 1,260,- 



Detox week
 
The UTMT Hotel, specialized in the field of Ayurvedic detoxification therapy, has put together a special detox program for you that...
Learn more
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  from € 
 1,290,- 



Hakuna Matata
 
Float above the clouds without a care in the world, allowing the countryside to pass you by, simply watching....
Learn more
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  from € 
 1,700,- 



Panchakarma Special
 
UTMT provides you with the facilities and professional guidance to get the most out of therapy true to classic Ayurveda teachings....
Learn more
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  from € 
 ,- 



Hot Deal
 
from 1 May 2023 until October 2023, we will offer the following hot deals in addition to our regular packages. learn more............
Learn more




















Want to
surprise your family 
or friends?
 Give a gift voucher nowGive joy with a gift voucher now.



















Arrival
Departure
No. of adults
No. of children
Request now

  
 Or book direct online





















We look forward to hearing from you!
 UTMT Resort pvt. ltd.
 T: +94 41 2030300
 Batheegama West
 81200 Dikwella South
 Sri Lanka




 +43 5 7778 300 reservations@utmthotel.com
Sign up for our newsletter
  First Name      Last Name      E-Mail-Adresse    I agree that my following personal data (first and last name, e-mail) may be processed by CRAZY HOLLMANN ( Lago Immobilien GmbH, R.H. Hotelbetrieb GmbH and UTMT PVT LTD. ) for the purpose of sending the newsletter.
 Your data will be processed via the newsletter platform Mailchimp, in the USA.
 I can revoke this consent at any time without giving reasons via the unsubscribe link of each individual newsletter delivery.

     Submit  
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